The measurement of pH occupies an important place in environmental studies and in particular in both the biological and chemical aspects of oceanography. BiOlogical processes in the marine environment and the viability of marine organisms can be correlated usefully with the pH. Furthermore, the acid/base state of seawater bears a close relationship to the equilibrium condition of the seas as well as to the rates of chemical reactions moving toward the state of equilibrium. These processes include the exchange of carbon dioxide between atmosphere and hydrosphere and also the deposition and solution of solid carbonates. It is essential therefore that the pH be linked in a clear and exact manner to the equilibrium thermodynamics of the acid/base processes concerned.
In one of its primary applications, the pH value is an index of acid/base speciation, that is, in a simple instance, of the relative concentrations of acid and base in the conjugate system acid + H2Obase + H3O (1) According to the law of mass action, the "classical" dissociation constant K of the acid is the proportionality constant linking the acid/base ratio () to the molality (m) of hydronium (hydrogen) ion , namely mH: R macid = KmH Seawater of a fixed salinity qualifies as a "constant ionic medium" (Ref. 1 & 2) ; its ionic strength and the relative concentrations of the several saline constituents are nearly invariant. Under these conditions, base" 1acid is also nearly constant, despite changes in the acid/base ratio. tience, R = , aH (4) where K' has been designated the "incomplete dissociation constant".
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It is thus clear that, with each definition of pH (-log m or -log aH)
one must use the corresponding value of pK, that is, -log K , -log K, or -logK', if an accurate measure of acid/base speciation c5 to result. Electrode Giass Electrode after standardization of the electrode assembly with the dilute buffer solutions established by the National Bureau of Standards (USA), which define a conventional activity scale of pH. As the reference solutions have ionic strengths less than 0.1 mol kg-, or about one-seventh that of seawater, a residual liquid-junction potential deprives pHNBS of exact correspondence with either -log mH (pmH) or -log aH (paH). The apparent dissociation constants determined by measurements of pHNBS in seawater may be represented by K", and one has, corresponding to Eqs. The uniquely favorable properties of seawater as a constant ionic medium have been shown to include stabilization of the liquid-junction potential as well as the activity coefficients (Ref. 3 & 4) . Consequently, one may expect constant differences among pHNnS, pmH, and paH in seawater of a fixed salinity. The hydrogen ion concentration appears to be conceptually simpler and more useful than the single ion activity or the quantity antilog (_pHNBS), which, in this instance, is not exactly defined in terms of the properties of the solution. Hence, pmH has much to recommend it for acidity measurements in oceanography (Ref. antilog (-pHt) (7) t By use of data in the literature, it is possible to express the approximate relationships among these three pH scales. In seawater of salinity 350/00 at 25°C, m50 is 0.029 mol kg-and H5O is about 12 (Ref. 7) . Recent work (Ref. 4, 7, 4 & 9) suggests that is 4 about 0.83 and the residual liquid-junction potential correspondingly about 4.5 mV. From these values, one finds the following differences for seawater at 250C: It is evident from the foregoing discussion that the acid/base ratio is determined by a difference between pH and pK. For accurate results, it is essential that the pK value chosen be appropriate to the scale of p11 used, namely pm11-pK NB -pK", or pH -pKt. (Ref. 10) . If properly used, any of these correspSnding airs will srve equally well to assess the acid/base state of a marine system. For the maximum consistency and ease of comparison, however, it is most desirable that a single procedure be selected for universal use in marine science.
